AI-powered asset intelligence platform reduces
time-to-market from seven days to a few hours
The client is a next generation asset intelligence company that works with banks, asset managers and other
ﬁnancial services. The client provides AI-powered customized insights into investment opportunities based
on customer transactions, risk-taking ability, circumstances, inferred preferences, portfolio mix, equity
performance data and market signals. The client’s vision is to place as much insight into the hands of
investors as asset advisors. To do this, the client wanted to develop an AI platform that provides investors
and advisors with access to customized institutional-grade research across multiple asset classes while
adhering to compliance requirements.

Given the client’s goals, it was necessary to acquire
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research and insights. An orchestration platform to
manage containerized models and APIs to support
auto scaling, rolling updates, rollbacks, etc., was put in place. A Single Thread Delivery Framework was used to
accelerate speed-to-market and ensure seamless delivery. Ease-of-use and customer experience were
improved via a mobile interface, social login and Alexa that were integrated into the solution.
Mindtree delivered the AI solution using a team size of 15+, leveraging its global experience in AI-based
analytical engines and personalization platforms across industries .
Mindtree’s expertise in AI and its deep domain experience helped craft a cost-eﬀective solution for
personalized wealth advisories and reduced time-to-market. By coaxing personalized insight out of customer
and ﬁnancial data using AI, the client created a signiﬁcant diﬀerentiator.
The solution was also aligned with regulatory requirements while delivering maximized returns from trading
strategies.
The other beneﬁts unlocked by the solution included:


Time taken to analyze customer needs reduced from a week to a few hours, allowing faster time-to-market



Reduce capex and internal research costs



Reliable AI-powered decision making to help investors in portfolio allocation and rebalancing

For wealth managers, AI is going to be the primary technology for growth in the coming years. The reason for
this is AI’s ability to present reliable data-driven insights while personalizing at scale. Given the numerous use
cases for AI, the trend will be for banks to turn their attention to the technology and aggressively use it to
improve performance.

Mindtree is a recognized Innovator in Avasant’s Applied Intelligence and Advanced Analytics Services
RadarView™ Report: https://avasant.com/applied-ai-and-advanced-analytics-radarview-2019-mindtree/
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Mindtree [NSE: MINDTREE] is a global technology consulting and services company, helping enterprises marry scale with agility to achieve
competitive advantage. “Born digital,” in 1999 and now a Larsen & Toubro Group Company, Mindtree applies its deep domain knowledge to 300+
enterprise client engagements to break down silos, make sense of digital complexity and bring new initiatives to market faster. We enable IT to
move at the speed of business, leveraging emerging technologies and the eﬃciencies of Continuous Delivery to spur business innovation.
Operating in 18 countries and over 40 oﬃces across the world, we’re consistently regarded as one of the best places to work, embodied every day
by our winning culture made up of over 21,000 entrepreneurial, collaborative and dedicated “Mindtree Minds.”

